depending on many determinants, such as weather, household composition, income, behaviour patterns of Electricity Suppliers in competitive electricity markets occupants; etc. The consumption per time interval is the commonly respond to prices changes which are sum of many consuming appliances. The load of a typical fluctuating over time, but most consumers respond to the appliance connected to the grid is fluctuating over time price changes as reflected on their electricity bills, and depending on time of usage. This results in a Almost all consumers pay fixed tariffs for their fluctuating electricity demand during a day and during a consumption without distinctions based on usage time, so week. these consumers have had no incentives to reduce their Under competitive electricity markets condition, if use during the peak times. This paper aims to analyze the rational electricity tariff to consumers is determined, influence of different tariff schemes on consumer cnuescudb norgdt oiysyeo hi behaviours in UK domestic buildings. A realistic half consumersiouldiberencouraged tomodifyastyleeofithei hourly electricity lodpoiefrdfeettpso K Consequently we can achieve the objective of making households that based mainly on public reports and load in a more steady level and recovering the stability statistics has been generated. This load profile data were and efficiency of the power system. As one of power used to help calculate the expected change in consumers' pietocnu rs O eltiiytaffsexnivy bills under standard tariffs offered from different aprices to consumersriTOU electhemricit taiff is extnsielyf suppliers to what the cost of electricity would be under appliedicnt manys ouemntris. d Futemoraeeit (i)s ono timevaringtarff ecoomy taiff an toestmat of which encourage consumers to adjust their consumption how much consumers would shift their load in response during the high demand periods [2] . Time varying tariffs to price changes without changing total consumption, for offer smart off peak rates, but relatively high peak rates. which the results are presented and discussed..
INTRODUCTION
midnight where seven hours of low tariff electricity at night. 'hot water sysqtemsq are ass.umned to be provided by means In order to create sensible load profiles, knowledge of
Electricity Demand Profile Generator occupancy patterns is required. The occupancy
A random profile of each individual appliance for each information was limited,, so simpler assumptions have scenario was generated using Excel random profile been made for each scenario. Although the demand for generator which based on probability that enable us to cold appliances normally varies during the duty cycle of predict the possibility of each consumer to run a number the appliance, the assumption of constant load is assumed of appliances on a certain time of the day for different to be sufficiently accurate [13], the remaining appliances occupancy scenarios by describing the behaviour of each will have discrete events where the appliance is switched appliance which based on a probability between (O& 1). on and utilised. The usage time and probability of
The usage time and probability of occurrence of each occurrence of each appliance was distributed randomly appliance was distributed randomly based on the based on the occupancy period. The time of use occupancy period. The aggregation of the whole random probability is determined based on the questionnaire data profiles for all appliances will generate a daily survey analysis for a case study region. benefit from adopting economy 7 tariff, as a result of that plans would affect consumers of choosing their suppliers, economy7 tariff can only be adopted for scenarios e.g if the consumer in scenario 7 is being supplied by the 3,5,6,7 and 8. From fig 5 it can be seen that with load first supplier. So, £30 (19%) would be saved in his shifting of 35%, economy 7 tariff can be adopted only if quarterly bill if he transfers his supply to fourth supplier, the daily consumption is about 11 .Skwh and that with load shifting of 50%, economy 7 tariff can be adopted
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only if the daily consumption is nearly to 9 kwh. Figrom 10% to5%wtotcagnQh oa al h ecnaesvnsiuarterly consumer's bills usingdifrnstdado consumer'as bill usingerecnom 7upiro tarif whlcmpareds to1 sTandardctarifft bislste inde tabl 6. psddmadsd1
Tabletag 7. Perenag saving inite qurtrl consmer' billo usingge Table 6 .% P o5% wtotcagn h oa al hercentage savings in quarterly consumer's bill usingecnm7 an b sen byshitin theloa toservices/for-your-home/documents/prepaymentnight tariff period, from 13 to 15 percent can be saved in prices.pdf. on 21 Sep 2010. the bill. The consumers need to understand more about their energy usage before making a precise decision about tariffs; as well they should understand the influence diverse schemes might have on behavior. The analysis helps to determine the suitability of adopting demand response in the domestic sector.
